Announcing...................
New smaller DC sound system for operators in
any gauge utilizing DC, DCC, Radio, Stationary,
or other application.

Our popular DC sound system has been reduced in size again!
The new size is a mere 0.95" w X 2.7" l X 1/2" overall height. This system is offered with over 50 different sounds
available. These sounds range from different Diesel prime mover sounds with various Horns to choose from, to
Steam locomotives with various whistles and air pumps, to different Electric's and other types of sounds. See our
price schedule, catalog, or web site for all versions.
The new unit's basic features are:
1 - universal applications: DC track power, DCC track power, on board RADIO RECEIVER via track or battery
power, and STATIONARY operators. Also suitable for the 1" and larger gauge trains as well.
2 - Full control of the Horn / Whistle play operation for all operators. Make the proper sound for each engine
movement! No automatic play sequences making them ideal for the detailed operator.
3 - Sounds operate with our LocoMatic™ Sound Controller for DC operators, or DCC function inputs, or radio
receiver, or switch inputs for stationary operators.
4 - diesel systems feature full 8 notch operation of the prime mover. Steam systems offer auto-chuff or
synchronized chuff via a switch input or our optical reflective sensor.
5 - adjustable range of diesel prime mover or steam auto chuff sound vs motor input voltage.
6 - A full 1.1 watt of audio power available into an 8 ohm speaker (see our web site, catalog, or price schedule
for a full range of high efficiency speakers).
7 - wide range of input voltage from as little as 4.5 volts to 35 volts DC maximum. AC input power from 6 volts
to 25 volts maximum.
8 - an optically coupled motor / track input to the sound system yielding less complicated installations.
9 - ultra-miniature mating connectors supplied with 6" of wire.
10 - also works with AC track power but does not contain the DC shift decoding for Horn/Whistle and Bell.
All units are priced at $99.95*.
* all orders require PA State sales tax if applicable and a shipping / handling / insurance charge (typically $9.25).
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